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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes a research program covering the design,
fabrication, and test of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft.

Discussion of the program is broken into five major areas: design and
fabrication, engine and whirl tests, component testing, ground tests,
and flight tests. During the program, conducted from 29 September
1962 through 15 March 1965, the flight feasibility of the Hot Cycle rotor
was successfully validated.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared in accordance with Contract DA 44-177-AMC-
877(T) with the U. S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories. The
contract became effective on 29 September 1962. Work was completed
on 15 March 1965.

The work was accomplished by the Hughes Tool Company-Aircraft
Division in Culver City, California, under the direction of Mr. H. 0.
Nay, Director of Engineering, and under the direct supervision of Mr.
C. R. Smith, Manager, Hot Cycle Department. This report was pre-
pared by S. Cohan and N. B. Hirsh.
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SUMMARY

The design, fabrication, and test of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Air-
craft (Figure 1) have been accomplishcd in accordance with U.S. Army
Aviation Materiel Laboratories Contract DA 44-177-AMC-877(T). This
report summarizes the program and delineates significant results, con-
clusions, and recommendations derived therefrom.

The highly successful XV-9A program has established the feasibility,
practicality, and attractiveness of the Hot Cycle propulsion system and
has provided valuable data for use in design of operational aircraft using
the .Hot Cycle system. All program objectives were achieved, and the
program was completed with no major incidents or delay. The flight and
operational characteristics of the aircraft and propulsion system were
generally as predicted. No changes to the rotor system were required,
and only minor system adjustments and modifications were necessary.

Engine and rotor whirl tests were performed in two phases from October
1963 through May 1964. Engine testing demonstrated satisfactory twin-
engine operation with mixed gas flow through a common exhaust duct,
isolation of individual engines, and engine operation at various steady
and transient conditions. Whirl tests demonstrated rotor operation
through the full range of cyclic and collective pitch travel and demon-
strated a measured rotor lift of 23, 000 pounds with the ground-test gas
generators. The performance of all systems and equipment during test-
ing was satisfactory.

A total of 70 hours 9 minutes of testing was accomplished. This figure
represents 17 hours 30 minutes of individual engine operation with
diverter valves ove-rboard, 7 hours 48 minutes of twin-engine operation
with mixed gas flow into a common exhaust duct and exit nozzle, 15
hours 49 minutes of rotor operation on the whirl tower, 13 hours 20
minutes of rotor operation in the aircraft ground test, and 15 hours
42 minutes of flight testing. The test programs were successfully
completed with no major incidents, delays, failures, or operational
problems associated with the aircraft, propulsion system, or the asso-
ciated components.

Preflight and tie-down tests were conducted from 10 August 19b4 thrt.. gh
4 No'.,ember 1964, with satisfactory results.
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The component tests conducted during the program demonstrated the
functional and structural adequacy of selected rotor and propulsion
system components for the planned flight test program.

The flight test program was conducted from 5 November 1964 through
5 February 1965. It consisted of Zl flights for a total flight time of
15 hours 4Z minutes.

The discussion of the XV-9A program is broken into five major areas:
design and fabrication, engine and whirl tests, component testing,
ground tests, and flight tests. Reports have been published for each of
these categories, and should be referred to if more detailed information
is desired (References 1 through 4).

Figure 1. XV-9A Hot CG¶cle Research Aircraft.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft flight test program definitely
tiubstantiated the feasibility of the Hot Cycle system for integration into an
operational-type aircraft having a high payload to empty weight capability.

Flying and control qualities were adequate for the research application
of the XV-9A aircraft. Moderate hub restraint would provide a sub-
stantial improvement in the flying qualities of the aircraft.

In general, flight test results substantiated the XV-9A helicopter design
loads. The vibration level was reduced by the redistribution of the bal-
last in the fuselage.

The overall external sound level was closely comparable with that of a
turboshaft helicopter of similar size. Sound power level measured in
the cockpit during flight was not objectionable to the pilot, and radio
communications were satisfactory.

The hover performance with variable tip-cascade nozzles agrees very
well with whirl test data using fixed-area nozzles and with previously
predicted performance of the rotor.

Fuel consumption measurements agree with predicted rotor lift values
below approximately 12, 000 pounds, but are slightly higher than pre-
dicted at higher values of rotor lift.

None of the temperatures of the structure, ducting, or gas-generator com-
ponents exceeded the values for wh.ch allowances had been made in design.

In general, the airplane systems performance was very satisfactory.
Some instances of minor electrical and component difficulties were
encountered, as might be expected in a research and development program.
No failures of any consequence occurred in flight.

The XV-9A yaw-valve system provided adequate low-speed directional
control and was mechanically satisfactory, but resulted in high power
losses duriiig operation in an open position. Because of the high power
losses, it may be concluded that a pneumatic yaw-control valve system
would not be suitable for use in an operational Hot Cycle aircraft.

As a result of the apparent limited service life of the rotor blade spars
it may be concluded that further testing is required prior to use of this
type of Hot Cycle blade design in an operational aircraft.

3



RECOMMENDATIONS

Three major recommendations are detailed in the following paragraphs.

1. Exploit in an operational aircraft the major improvements in heli-
copter simplicity, light weight, payload capacity, and economy
provided by the Hot Cycle rotor propulsion system. As a major
part of such a program, the following should be accomplished.

a. Survey various rotor structural configurations to accommodate
the higher temperatures and pressures of the advanced-type
gas generators. Include the use of a restrained tilting hub or
a hub with offset hinges to provide increased control power
and damping.

b. Size the diverter valves to match the powerplant, and design for
minimal leakage to negate power losses.

c. Use a tail rotor or fan in lieu of the yaw valve employed on the
XV-9A. This would provide for improved yaw control and for a
reduced power requirement.

d. Conduct a study of the total power management problem to
coordinate gas-generator power during transient as well as
during steady-state operation. This represents a most impor-
tant field for future Hot Cycle applications.

e. Conduct a structural development test program in order to accu-
mulate design criteria necessary for development of advanced
Hot Cycle rotor systems having greatly increased service life
of rotor components subject to vibratory loads. Particular
emphasis would be given to the blade spars and their attach-
ment configuration.

f. Design and construct a hot-gas facility to be used in the develop-
ment of optimum Hot Cycle propulsion system components such
as blade-tip cascades, hot-gas seals, blade segments, hot-gas
valves, bellows, and so on.

g. Develop and test various improved cascade designs in order to
obtain the optimum configuration for use on future Hot Cycle
rotor systems.

4
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h. Conduct a program to develop improved hot-gas seals in order
to obtain seals with greatly increased service life and main-
tainability.

i. Conduct an investigation to determine the rotor dynamics and
flying qualities of the proposed heavy-lift rotor system design.
The program would consist of an integrated program of analy-
sis, model design, construction, and test, with appropriate
modification being made to the model to establish a rotor con-
figuration with optimum dynamic char-'cteristics.

2. In the 20-hour follow-on flight test program:

a. Change the directional control system to permit full range of
yaw-control valve opening,

b. Install an engine low-speed warning system.

c. Install generator cooling system. Incorporate ram air inlet for
forward flight.

d. Add increased cooling capabilities to both the fuselage pylon and
cowling to compensate for higher ambient temperature opera-
tion.

3. Carry out additional testing of the XV-9A at the conclusion of the
20-hour follow-on flight test program, as follows:

a. Conduct rotor-system tether test to measure component per-
formance more accurately by supplying gas to all three blades,
rather than to ornly one as was done in the previous tether
test.

b. Conduct a cleanup (refairing) on the leading edge and tip of the
XV-9A rotor blades. Evaluate the effect on profile power by
short hover flights prior to and subsequent to the modification.

c. Conduct a teardown inspection of the XV-9A rotor system and
aircraft to determine the condition of various components as to
structural distress due to heat and fatigue loadings, wear of
seals, condition of bearings, linkages, and so on, for applica-
tion to future Hot Cycle rotor system designs.

5
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XV-9A RESEARCH AIRCRAFT DESIGN AND FABRICATION

DISCUSSION

The XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft (Hughes Tool Company Model
385) utilizes the 55-foot-diameter Hot Cycle pressure jet rotor system
designed, fabricated, and tested under Contract AF 33(600)-30271. The
aircraft was designed in general accordance with References 5 through 7
for the mission of demonstrating the flight feasibility of the Hot Cycle
propulsion system. Maximum use was made of reliable design tech-
niques and off-the-shelf components. The general arrangement of the
aircraft is shown in Figure 2. The aircraft design gross weight is
15,300 pounds. The aircraft design overload gross weight (with external
payload) is 25, 500 pounds; however, the aircraft did not incorporate
mechanical provisions for lifting an external load. A complete listing of
aircraft characteristics and design criteria is presented on the following
pages.

The Hot Cycle propulsion system, shown in Figure 3, operates on the
pressure jet principle and provides the simplest possible helicopter
rotor-drive system. Two YT-64 gas generators provide the high-energy
gases for rotor power. The gas-generator exhaust gases are ducted
through diverter valves, stationary ducts, a trifurcated rotating duct in
the rotor hub, and the blade ducts to the blade-tip-cascade nozzles. The
rotor-control system is a fuil-power system, with three hydraulic servo
cylinders providing actuating forces for collective and cyclic inputs to
the rotor. As a result of the absence of significant rotor drive-shaft
torque, no tail rotor is required. A jet-reaction yaw-control valve,
mounted in the aft fuselage, is powered by the hot gases from the gas
generators and supplies the required yaw-control force during hover and
low-speed forward flight. Aerodynamic rudder-control surfaces are used
for yaw control at higher forward flight speeds.

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Overall Dimensions

Rotor diameter 55. 00 feet
Aircraft length (rotor turning) 59. 70 feet
Fuselage length 44. 17 feet
Tread of main wheels 11. 00 feet
Height (to top of rotor hub) 12.40 feet
Width (across lateral pylons) 12. 20 feet

6
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Weight Summary

Empty weight 8, 641 pounds
Design minimum gross weight 10, 000 pounds
Design gross weight
(internal cargo) 15,300 pounds
Design alternate overload gross
weight (external cargo) 25,500 pounds

Design Performance

Altitude and
Condition Gross Weight Temperature Speed

Design maximum speed 15, 300 pounds SL Standard 140 knots
Design maximum speed 10, 000 pounds SL Standard 150 knots
Design maximum dive speed 15, 300 pounds SL Standard 200 knots
Design maximum dive speed 10, 000 pounds SL Standard 200 knots

Design Loads and Load Factors

Maneuver 2. 5 g lir-nit at design gross weight

Ground flapping
Blade droop stop and hub

9-degree tilt stop 2. 5 g limit

Hub 2-degree tilt stop 2. 0 g limit

Rotor

Type Floating hub, coning blade
Number of blades 3
Rotor diameter 55 feet
Blade area (total three blades) 217. 5 square feet
Disc area 2,392 square feet
Rotor solidity 0.091
Blade chord 31.5 inches
Blade airfoil NACA 0018
Blade twist -8 degrees

10
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Hot-gas ducts
Number of ducts per blade 2
Total duct area in each blade 54.8 square inches

Duct utilization,

duct area 0.451
blade- cross -section area

Tip-nozzle area per blade

(closure valve open) 37. 5 square inches

Rotor speeds
vtip

rpm (fps)

Design operational, power-on

or power-off 243 700
Design minimum, power-on 225 648
Design maximum, power-on (red line) 255 734
Design minimum, power-off 225 648
Design maximum, power-off (red line)
(1. 1 x maximum power-on rpm) 280 807

Rotor-speed limit, power-on or power-
off (I 1 x maximum power-on rpm) x 1. 05 295 848

Powerplant

Two YT-64-6 Gas Generators

T T Pressure Pressure Gas Flow

(LR) .iF) Ratio (Psil) (Ib/sec)

SLS normal

rated 1,499 1,039 2.61 ?.3.6 23.8

SLS military

rated 1,577 1,117 2.83 26.9 25. C

Empennage

Area (true)(total) 54.00 square feet
Dihedral 45.00 degrees

Sweep 7. 50 degrees
Incidence (with respect to 1. 00 degree *5.00-degree
rotor shaft) adjustment

Chord 3. 50 feet

Span (true) 15.40 feet

Aspect ratio (geometrici 4.35

Airfoil NACA 0012

11
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Rudder chord (37. 5 percent
including overhang) 1.31 feet
Rudder span (true) 15.40 feet
Rudder area (true) 19. 90 feet

Maximum Control Displacement

Cyclic control
Longitudinal cyclic pitch travel *10 degrees
Longitudinal cyclic stick travel Total, 13 inches
Lateral cyclic pitch travel ±7 degrees
Lateral cyclic stick travel Total, 12 inches

Collective control
Collective pitch travel (at 75- -2 degrees to
percent rotor radius) +10 degrees
Collective stick travel 7. 5 inches

Rudder pedal (from neutral)
Full left 3.0 inches
Full right 3. 0 inches

Rudder deflection ±20 degrees
Yaw valve area 24 square inches

ROTOR SYSTEM

The Hot Cycle rotor, shown schematically in Figure 4 and complete in
Figure 5, consists of three coning blades retained by straps to the hub,
which in turn is attached to the rotor shaft through a gimbal. The shaft
is mounted to the aircratt structure through two sets of bearings, dis-
placed in the vertical direction, which react moment, side load, and
rotor thrust.

The constant section of the blade, shown in Figure 6, consists of two air-
cooled laminated steel spars separated chordwise by and bolted to
eighteen identical sheet metal duct segments. Segments are joined by
flexible couplings, with the skin left slip-jointed. In this structural
arrangement, only the spars react blade bending moments, centrifugal
loads, and unbalanced spanwise duct pressure loads. Torsional and
chordwise shear loads are carried by the assembly of segments. Steel
leading edge sections and aluminum trailing edge sections complete the
blade.

The blade-root section is a continuation of the structural arrangement
described above, with a feathering ball at the root end to transfer shear
loads from the blade to hub through a Fabroid bearing.
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The hub and shaft form the central pivot for the rotor and provide support
for the rotating portion of the control system. Each blade is attached to
the hub by a pair of tension strap packs, which restrain the blade in the
chordwise and centrifugal load direction but allow freedom in coning and
feathering. The gimbal-mounted free-floating hub ties the blades together
and transfers the resultant load to the rotating shaft, which is supported
by an upper radial bearing and by a lower thrust bearing. A circulating
oil system is used to lubricate and cool the bearings.

The rotor duct system is shown schematically in Figure 7. The station-
ary Y-duct is supported from the radial bearing support, while the
rotating triduct is supported from the rotor shaft. Carbon is used as
the sealing material for these rotating ducts, and for the blade articu-
lating duct seal, which allows blade flapping motion. Feathering motion
and expansion are provided for by the outboard seal on the articulating
duct. This seal consists of a nest of slotted Rent 41 lip laminations
riding on a tungsten-carbide-coated cylinder. From the articulating
duct, the hot gas flows through a transition duct into the blade ducting
and to the blade tip cascade.

The tip-cascade assembly turns the gas flow to drive the rotor. The
tip-cascade area can be closed to approximately one-half the exit area
for single-engine operation. This adjustment is accomplished pneu-
matically by pilot command.

An accessory gearbox, driven by the rotor shaft, drives the zotor lube
pump, the rotor tachometer generator, the rotor-speed-governing-
system hydraulic pumps, and a control-system hydraulic pump.

PROPULSION SYSTEM

The propulsion system, pr,,viously shown in Figure 3, consists of two
YT-64-6 turboshaft engines medified to gas generators for application to
the XV-9A, the diverter valves, engine controls, and the hot-gas
transfer system. The gas gencrator, the diverter valve, and the
exhaust tailpipe are independently mreou:ited, as shown in Figure 8. An
interconnecting sliding seal is provided between each component. Each
component of the propulsion system car be easily installed or removed
without affecting the other components of the system.

The gas-gener.tor assembly includes the basic powerplant, the air
inlet, the lubricating system, the starting system, the hydraulic pump,
the d-c and tachometer generators, the fuel inlet, the gas-generator

16
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power control attachments, the gas-generator mounts, the fire extinguishing
manifold, the fire detection cabling, and the required gas-generator vents
and drains. All gas-generator-mounted items, such as accessories, ignition
generator, Ignitor, filters, and soon, canbe inspected, cleaned, adjusted,
removed, and/or replaced without the use of special tools or the removal of
the engine or primary structure. The gas generator utilizes an integral air
impingement starter. A mobile air compressor supplies the required air.
Connection is made through an access door inthe nacelle cowling. The engint.
lubrication system includes an oil reservoir integral with the gas- generator
inlet. Cooling of the engine oil is accomplished by means of an air-to- oil heat
exchanger. Airflow through the heat exchanger is induced by means of an
ejector using gas-generator compressor bleed air.

J- 85 engine dIverter valves are installed in eachnacelle immediately aft of
the gas generator. The valves are hydraulically actuated by pilot command.
Flow may be straight through the tailpipes for engine starting or diverted for
rotor operation.

The hot-gas transfer system carries gases from each diverter valve to
the rotor duct system and to the yaw-control valve. Ducts are fabricated
from corrosion-resistant steel and are insulated. All ducts incorporate
bellows to compensate for thermal expansion.

The gas-generator power control system consists of a mechanical power
linkage and a rotor-speed-governing feedback link to the engine fuel control.
The mechanical power linkage is a manually operated arrangement from the
cockpit controls to each engine. Changes to engine setting maybe made by
movement of the quadrant lever, collective stick, or collective stick twist grip.

Precautionary measures were incorporated in the design of this system,
including isolation of combustibles from ignition sources, use of fireproof
and fire-resistant lines as well as high-temperature electrical wiring in the
engine bays, insulation of all high-temperature gas -carrying ducts, ventila-
.ion to induce circulation, and location of drains to negate impingement or
reentry. To prevent the spread of fire, the engine bays are isolated from the
rest of the airplane, and multiple fuel and hydraulic shutoff. outside the poten-
tial fire zone are included.

FUSELAGE STRUCTURE (See Figure 9)

The OH-6A (Hughes Model 369) cockpit structure is used on the XV-9A. It is
of conventional sheet metal construction, with emphasis on lightweight atruc-
ture. visib4.lity. and couvenience for the pilot and copilot, seated side by side.
Some structural revisions were made to accommodate the XV-9A electrical
system, instrumentation, and rotor and propulsion controls installations.

19
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The main fuselage of the XV-9A extends from the cockpit aft approxi-
mately 15 feet, and is of conventional sernimonocoque construction,
employing four longerons, closely spaced frames, and stressed skin,
all of aluminum alloy. Special frames are provided at all concentrated
load points. Structurally, this main section provides for the attachment
of the power module, main landing gear, and forward fuel cell, and
contains the instrumentation compartment.

The aft fuselage is a tapered conical section that extends from the side
entrance door aft to the tail cone fairing. This section contains the aft
fuel cell, yaw-control valve and ducting, tailwheel, and empennage
attachments, and is made up of a continuation of the four longerons,
frames, and skin. Bulkheads are provided for the attachment of the
tailwheel and empennage.

The empennage assembly is a V-tail configuration consisting of stabi-
lizers with aerodynamically and dynamically balanced rudder-control
surfaces. A short center section connects the two stabilizers and
provides for attachment to the fuselage. The forward attachment is
pinned, and the use of adjustable links at the aft attachment provides
for varying the incidence 10 degrees.

The main landing gear installation consists of CH-34A components.
The length of the main gear oleo strut, attached to the power module
front spar, was modified to adapt it for use on the XV-9A aircraft.
The CH-34A tail gear assembly is fully casteririg for ground operation
and can be locked for flight.

POWER MODULE STRUCTURE

The power module structural assembly (Figure 10) consists of the
nacelles, the horizontal pylon, and the vertical pylon. The complete
assembly is bolted to the fuselage at four points (Figure 9). Structurally,
this section provides support for the engines, the diverter valves, the
hot-gas ducting, the controls, the hydraulic system, and the auxiliary
gearbox installation, in addition to providing for the rotor and the main
landing gear oleo strut attachments.

The two nacelles, located at the outboard ends of the horizontal pylon,
house the engines, the diverter valves, and the tailpipes. The diverter
valve is located between the two main nacelle frames, which are integral
with the forward and aft spars of the horizontal pylon. Tail cone assem-
blies cantilever aft from the rear spar frames and provide support and
access to the tailpipe.
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The horizontal pylon structure between nacelles provides for the attach-
m-ent of the rotor-support trusses. The center section also houses the
rotor-control cylinders. Spar fittings at the junction of the spars and
inboard ribb provide the four attachment points to the fuselage. Non-
structural leading and trailing edge fairings complete the horizontal
pylon.

The rotor is supported from the horizontal pylon by two welded-steel
tube trusses, one supporting the upper radial bearing and the other
supporting the thrust bearing at the lower end of the rotor shaft.

FUEL SYSTEM

The airplane fuel system consists of two independent systems, one for
each engine, with crossfeed capability between systems. Using the
system valving, fuel can be made available to both gas generators from
either fuel cell, or to one of the gas generators from both fuel cells.
Each system consists of a fuselage-mounted 250-gallon bladder-type fuel
cell, boost pump, shutoff valves, strainers, vents, and drains. Shutoff
valves are located to give the maximum degree of safety in the event of
an emergency. The system is designed so that it can be completely
drained.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

The flight control system is composed of the rotor control system and
the yaw control system.

The ro'tor control system may be divided into t-hree distinct installations"

1. Pilot linkage (Figure 11)
2. Stationary power linkage (Figure 12)
3. Rotating linkage (Figure 12)

The pilot linkage consists of the cyclic Otick and collective pitch lever,
their associated mounting structures. belicranks and push rods, the
mixer and its support structure, the artificial "feel" oyster., and the
linkage attached to the power control actuatoi servo-valve spools.

The stationary power linkage is composed of the hydraulic power contro!
actuators and servo valves; the actuator attaching linkage and support
structure, &Il contained within the central bay of the power .nodule; the
stationary swashplate; and the swashplate drag link. The forward
(longitudinal) actuator is mounted vertically and attaches to the forward
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Figure 12. XV-9A Rotor Power Control System.
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edge of the swashplate, while the two lateral actuators are mounted
horizontally and act on the swashplate through offset bellcranks and push
rods. This arrangement allows the use of the standard 90-degree
T-arrangement of the stationary swashplate, and at the same time per-
mits all the actuators to be supported entirely within the power module
structure.

The rotating linkage consists of the rotating (upper) swashplate, swash-
plate centering spindle, lower linkage and support housing, the central
push rods, upper linkage and support structure, the hub-mounted torque
tubes, and the instrumented blade pitch links.

The yaw control system utilizes the rotor-system gas to produce the
required yaw force by discharging these gases through variable area
nozzles located diametrically opposite each other in the aft fuselage.
The system consists of rudder pedals, linkage, and cable system to the
yaw valve and rudder. The yaw valve and rudder are ]inked together and
move simultaneously to provide directional control.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Two independent hydraulic systems furnish power for operation of the
three tandem-cylinder hydraulic rotor-control actuators and the two
diverter-valve actuators. One system furnishes fluid for the turbine
speed-governing system. Both systems, primary and utility, are
powered by engine-driven variable displacement pumps. The primary
system is also powered by the rotor accessory gearbox-driven pump.
Both systems operate independently at 3, 500 psig during normal opera-
tion. In the event of system failure, hydraulic power is automatically
switched to the other system. In the event of dual gas-generator failure,
the rotor-driven pump will supply the aircraft requirements.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The aircraft electrical system consists of a primary 28-volt d-c system
and a secondary 400-cps system.

The 28-volt d-c system is supplied with power by two engine-driven d-c
generators and a 24-volt battery operating in parallel. External power
is connected to the aircraft through a standard external power receptacle
mounted on the left side of the fuselage. Cockpit controls are provided
to adjust generator voltage, to open or close generator line and field,
and to connect or disconnect battery power or external power.
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The secondary electrical system is a 400-cps single-phase system with
two subsystems, one at 115 volts and the other at 26 volts. They are
used to power synchros, gyros, and portions of the flight test apparatus.
Power for the 400-cps system is obtained through a transistorized
inverter whose capacity is 250 volt amperes at 115 volts.

COCKPIT ARRANGEMENT

The arrangement of the cockpit instruments and controls is shown in
Figure 13. The controls for the most important systems have been
grouped along the aircraft centerline for ready access. The fuel-system
control panel is located directly aft of the power control quadrants.
Alongside the fuel control pane. are the hydraulic and gas-system control
panels. Adjacent to the power control quadrant are the gas-generator
start switches, and forward of these switches are the electrical-system
controls and instruments and the aircraft light switches.

A VHF radio is installed and is controlled by a two-position press-to-
talk switch incorporated into the cyclic grip.

The flight-instrument installation, using standard aircraft instruments,
is not shock mounted. Warning lights are provided on the instrument
panel and on the aircraft warning light panel located directly above the
instrument panel.

Associated with the warning panel is the emergency panel, located on the
center cockpit canopy bow above the pilot. On this panel are the fire
extinguishing switches and the crash switch.
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ENGINE AND WHIRL TESTS

DISCUSSION

The first phase of testing consisted of engine tests to establish the
operation of two YT-64 gas generators installed in the power module
section of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft and to evaluate gas-
generator control and performance during twin-engine operation with
mixed gas flow through a common exhaust nozzle. These tests are
summarized in Table I.

The second phase of testing, consisting of the rotor whirl tests summa-
rized in Table I1, accomplished a functional checkout of the complete
propulsion system pertior of the XV-9A to assure adequacy for flight.
These tests also demonstrated compatibility of tne rotor and twin YT-64
powerplant operation with associated controls, diverter valves, sub-
systems, and ducting.

ENGINE TESTS

The basic engine test configuration (Figure 14) consisted of two YT-64
gas generators installed in the XV-9A power module, with the fixed-duct
portion of the propulsion system. The power module assembly was
installed on top of the whirl tower. Engine controls, instruments,
switches, circuit breakers, and test instrumentation were contained
in a control van located approximately 75 feet from the base of the
tower.

These tests provided a functional checkout and verification of the fixed-
duct portion of the XV-9A Hot Cycle Research Aircraft, including J-85
diverter valves, engine diverter-valve seals, transition ducts, and
engine tailpipes. Testing consisted of 17 hours 30 minutes of individual
engine operation with gas flow through diverter valves in overboard posi-
tion and 7 hours 48 minutes of twin-engine operation with mixed gas flow
through the common exhaust duct and exit nozzle.

The engine and power module tests were conducted prior to the instaPa-
tion of the rotor in the propulsion system. The following test objectives
were accomplished:

1. Definition of engine operating line
2. Verification cf engine manufacturer's test data

3. Selection of topping procedure and topping conditions for each
engine
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TABLE I
ENGINE TEST SUMMARY

Operating Times

Number Purpose/Objective Engine I Engine 2

S/N 250010-4 S/N 250013-5

1 10-28-63 Engine and systems shakedown. Engine 1 00:22 -

2 10-29-63 Engine and systems shakedown, Engine2 - 00:38
3 10-31-63 Steady-state operating data, Engine 2 - 1:02
4 11-1-63 Steady-state operating data, Engine 1 00:49 -
5 11-4-63 Engine 1 topping check and single-engine 1:24 00:21

transients; twin-engine operation idle;
diverter valve functional checkout

6 11-5-63 Engine 2 topping check and single-engine 00:4 1:24
transients; twin-engine steady-state
operating data; (engine 013-5 failure
occurred) *Total 3:25

7 11-21-63 Airflow calibration, Engine I; single- 1:40
engine transients

S/N 250026-l A

8 11-23-63 Engine shakedown, Engine 2 00:39
9 11-26-63 Steady-state operating data, Engine 2 - 00:52

10 11-27-63 Steady-state operating data, Engine 2 - 1:07
11 1,-29-63 Engine I topping check; variable 00:39 00:58

geometry schedule check, Engine 2;
effect of tailpipe tabbing. Engine 2
(5-sq in. tabs added)

12 12-2-63 Airflow calibration Engine 1 1:40 -
13 12-3-63 Engine 2 topping check; variable - 1:49

geometry schedule check; airflow
calibration data

14 12-5-63 Twin-engine**, steady-state operating 1:23 1:08
data (exhaust nozzle area = 109. 6 sq in. )

15 12-6-63 Twin-engine**, steady-state operating 3:20 3:07
data; twin-engine transients and mis-
match (exit area = 109. 6 sq in.)

16 12-7-63 Rapid twin-engine** transients and mis- 2:13 2:05
matched accelerations (exit area = 109.6
sq in. )

17 12-10-63 Twin-engine**, steady-state data with 1:57 1:5l
reduced exit area; rapid twin-engine
transients with reduced exit area;
HTC inlet airflow data for calibration
(exit area = 9. 6 sq in.)

TOTAL 16:05 13:36

;.:Engine S/N 250013-5 removed prior to run 7; Engine S/N 250026-IA installed.
**Gas flow through diverter valves and common exhaust nozzle.
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TABLE i1
WHIRL TEST SUMMARY

Operating Times

Run Engine I Engine Z

Number Date Purpose/Objective (S/N 250010-4) (S/N 250026-IA) Rotor

18 3-24-64 Engine and systems shakedown 00:32 00:31 -

19 3-27-64 Rotor shakedown (run aborted 00:38 00:33 00:01
because of rotor oil leak)

20 4-2-64 Rotor and systems shakedown 1:01 00:52 00:21
21 4-3-64 Rotor-speed buildup and rotor 2:04 2:00 1:52

tracking checks; rotor thrust
buildup and performance
(0 = 4. 6", and 8")

22 4-7-64 Rotor thrust buildup and perform- 00:55 00:53 00:38
ance (f = 10" and I1P). simulated

emergency - rapie rotor shutdown
23 4-9-64 Rotor performance 2:19 1:42 1:00

(0 = II* and 12")
24 4-Z2-64 Yaw-valve functiornal checkout and 1:55 1:51 1:21

thrust measurement; cyclic control
response and blade dynamic
characteristics. diverter-valve
leakage measurement

25 4-27-64 Yaw-valve thrust and power 2:32 2:2A 1:39
measurements; engine and rotor
sound spectral datz

26 5-1-64 Rotor performance (9 =7"); 1:34 1:29 1:29
diverter-valve leakage measure-
ments; engine nacelle dynamic
characteristics

27 5-7-64 Triduct displacemnent (run aborted 00:23 00:18 00:04

because of ground equipment
failure)

28 5-8-64 Blade-tip closure valve functional 2:00 1:58 1:38
checkout; blade dynamic character-
istics with simulated mass of new
tip cascades; diverter-valve leak-
age measurements; cyclic control
reversals

29 5-9-64 Engine topping adjustments, pilot 00:55 00:50 00:02
familiarization (run aborted
because of loose tape on blade
leading edge)

30 5-11-64 Blade-tip closure valve functional 3:16 3:04 2:30
checkout, cyclic control reversals.
collective control reversals; rotor
downwash data. Y-duct crossfiow
vane data

31 5-14-64 Rotor performance, maximum 4:38 4-l1 3:3q
topping. sealed leading edge seg-
ments and cleaned compressors.
9 = 3" 5, " ". V. 10. . I1 ".
collective-control reversals.
cyclic-control rz-versals, rotor
acceleration characteristics.
Y-duct crossolow vane data.
simulated emergent tes

32 5-1-i-b4 Structural freqaency investigat~on. 00:51 00:48 00:)2

d-c generator regulation and
adjustment, revised rotor lube
system checkout

TOTAL 41:33 37:06 1" 49
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4. Twin-engine matched steady-state operation
5. Twin-engine matched transient operation
6. Mismatched engines in steady-state and transient operation
7. Simulation of engine or diverter-valve failures
8. Comparison of various engine-flow measuring methods
9. Measurement of pressure loss in the duct system

More detailed information relative to performance operation may be
found in Reference 2.

Prior to twin-engine operation of the YT-64 gas generators with mixed
exhaust flow, each engine was run individually with it3 diverter valve in
the overboard position to obtain the engine operating line data.

The changeover from individual to twin-engine operation was accomplished
by stabilizing both engines at idle with diverter valves in overboard posi-
tior. and then actuating the diverter-valve switches simultaneously to rotor
position. The exit area of the common exhaust nozzle was set for twice
the nominal single-engine exit area.

Diverter-valve actuating time was approximately 0. 5 second from over-
board to rotor position. Engine operation was completely stable during
the transition, and the only perceptible change in the engine instruments
was an equalization of PT 5 on both engines.

Engine resp.>nse during twin-engine accelerations andpower lever changes
was essentially the same as for single-engine operation, and no difficulty
was encountered in controlling both gas generators by manual power lever
manipulations.

Twin-engine shutdown was accomplished by reducing both engines to idle
power and simultaneously actuating the diverter-valve switches to over-
board position. Individual engine shutdown was then made by moving the
individual power levers to "off" position.

WHIRL TESTS

The basic whirl-test configuration consisted of the power module and
rotor assembly installed on the whirl tower, as shown by Figure 15. The
rotor was located approxir-ately 30 feet above ground level. The support
stricture for the power module incorporated four strain-gage load cells
used for rotor-thrust measurement.

Extensive instrumentation was installed on the rotor, controls, gas
generators, and supporting structure, and quantitative data were obtained
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Figure 15. Hot Cycle Rotor During Whirl Test.
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from these tests to evaluate engine and rotor performance, rotor-
dy-itamic characteristics, structural loads and temperatures, rotor-
control characteristics, yaw-valve operation, engine and rotor sound
characteristics, ancd rotor downwash velocities.

The rotor control system included the flight-type servo actuators. The
rotor cyclic and collective pitch controls were located in the c.,ntrol van
and were connected to the servo actuators by a cable and pushrod system.
Dual engine-driven hydraulic systems provided the power for operatý':n
of the rotor controls and diverfer valves. Generators were installed on
each engine for evaluation of the generator control and regulat'--n system.

Whirl testing was conducted for a total of 15 hours 49 minutes of rotor
operation. The yaw-control valve and the two-position blade-tip closure
valve were also evaluated during the whirl tests.

The following items of test information were obtained during t.,e whirl-
test phase of the program:

I. Rotor performance
2. Rotor system leakage
3. Structural temperatures
4. Structural lo.- Is
5. Rotor dynamics
6. Control system characteristics
7. Rotor downwash
8. Rotor-engine sound characteristics
9. Simulated emergencies

A continuous record of temp- rature distribution in the rotor and propul-
sion systemn was kept throughout the test program. No component
temperatures over design limits were encountered.

Load measurements were taken during the whirl-test prgram and % tre
examined for critical loading of the various components.

During the whirl tests, cyclic control pulses of varying severity wert
applied at different rotor rpm's. In addition, a slow-rpm sweep was
made, to locate resunar.t points at reduced rotor speeds. Results of
the.e te,.u; indicated that the first mode chordwise natural frequency was
1. 4, per rev. This frequency was higher than the 1. Z5 per rev friom the
original whirl tests, and resulted ir. lower response to I per rvv excita-
tion and lower blade stresses than those previously measured on the biade
under similar conditions. This higher natural frequency was accom-
plished by increasing the stiffness of the spars and retention straps.
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Evaluation of control response, rotor stresses, and loads in control
Istem components was obtained for transient conditions by applying

rapid cyclic control reversals. Cyclic control operation was smooth and
stable, with negligible control forces. Evaluation of control response,
rotor stresses, and loads in the control system components was also
obtained for rapid collective power transients. Again control response
was smooth, and all structural loads were within allowable limits.

Rotor downwash velocities were measured using a downwash vlocity
boom and a movable probe with a standard pitot hecad approximately 9
feet below the plane of the rotcr.

Soum-d spectral data were taken from thr base of the tower at distances of
from 100 feet to 400 feet in 100-foot intervals. The highest sound pressure
levels were recorded directly in front of the power module and engine
inlets. The overall sound level was measared at 112 decibels at a point
100 feet directly in front of the power module. Ambient sound level was
30 decibels. At a -oint 100 feet from and 90 degrees to the right of the
pcwer module, thlf sound level was recorded at 108 decibels. The rotor
thrust was approximately 16, 000 pounds for these conditions.

Simulated emergency situations accomplished included:

1. Rapid rotor and engine shutdown
2. q•!ngle hydraulic system and control operation
3. mriulated engine Lailure and engine isolation
4. Engine shutlown by fuel system firewall shutoff valve

The rapid shutdown was initiated with both engines at or near 100-percent
compressor speed, with the rotor at 97. 5-percent speed, and with a lift
of 20, 800 pounds. The shutdown was accomplished rapidly and smoothly,
with no overloads or detrimental effects on engines, rotor, or structure.

The rotor controls were operated through their normal range and rates
with one hydraulic system at zero pressure. The procedure w-s to
lypass each hydraulic system one at a time and to operate cyclic and
collective controls, with the remaining system providing hydraulic power
at 3, 500 psi. Cyclic and collective control operation was smooth and
stable while operati-'ig on each individual hydraulic system. There were
no control transients or noticeable effects when either system was
bypassed, Normal operation of both hydraulic systems was restored
without any noticeable effect.
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The procedure for simulating engine failure was to reduce power on
Engine 1 and simultaneously increase power on Engine 2 until the rotor
speed dropped to 81 percent. The Engine 1 diverter valve was then actu-
ated to overboard position, which isolated this engine from the system.
This operation was accomplished without adverse effect on either engine.
The power on Engine 2 was further increased to maximum compressor
speed, and rotor operation continued at reduced lift with this engine
operating at twice its normal exit area.

Both engines were shut down from idle condition by closing the firewall
shutoff valves. Shutdowns were completely normal.

Following completion of whirl testing, the power module and the rotor
were removed from the test tower and returned to the factory for tear-
down inspection, reassembly, installation of flight-qualified engines,
and final mating with the XV-9A fuselage.

TEST RESULTS

The test objectives were completed with very satisfactory results.

The engine and whirl test results can be summarized as follows:

1. The two YT-64 ground-test gas generators with mixed exhaust
flow were successfully operated at a wide range of steady-
state and transient conditions.

2. The speed-power control characteristics of the Hot Cycle
rotor and twin YT-64 gas generdtors were found to be
satisfactory for the complete operating envelope utilizing
the standard YT-64 fuel controls.

3. The predicted rotor lift and rotor power characteristics of
the Hot Cycle rotor and YT-64 gas generators were substanti-
ated by test measuremenfs (see Figure 16). The maximum
measured rotor lift was 23, 000 pounds for an engine pressure
ratio of 2. 62.

4. Operating temperatures of the various rotor components were

either as predicted or lower than design limit at the maximum
gas temperature attained during whirl test.

5. The leakage of the rotor ducts ard seals was less than one-
fifth of 1 percent of the total flow as measured before and
after whirl test.
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6. Leakage through the J-85 diverter valves amounted to 2-1/2
percent of total engine airflow.

7. Structural load measurements taken during whirl test sub-
stantiated the design of the various changes that were
incorporated into the Hot Cycle rotor for the XV-9A program.
With the exception of blade chordwise moments, all cyclic
loads were of moderate magnitude and below endurance limits.
Blade chordwise moments were near and slightly above endur-
ance limits during transients at the high rotor lift condition
of 23, 000 pounds. There were no blade resonances within
the normal rotor operating range.

8. Rotor control response and operating characteristics during
all rotor operation, including large cyclic and collective
transients and reversals, were determined as satisfactory
for flight of the XV-9A.

9. Measured sound levels were approximately the same as had
been predicted from previous whirl-test data. The noise
level was very comparable to that of a large turboshaft
helicopter.
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COMPONENT TESTS

DISCUSSION

Tests were conducted on various components of the aircraft to prove the
functional and structural adequacy of these components. These tests pro-
vided the information necessary for development of the components and
furnished data required for rotor system fatigue life calculationis. These
tests are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. For additional
and more detailed information, refer to Reference 3.

BLADE ROOT-END FATIGUE TEST

Two specimens, each duplicating the XV-9A rotor blade root-end area,
were tested under simulated flight loading conditions. The purpose of
these tests was to substantiate the structural integrity of the root-end
portion of the rotor blade for the planned flight test program.

The test specimens were mounted in the test fixture shown in Figures 17
and 18. This test fixture was capable of applying the static and dynamic
loads that the rotor blade is subjected to during flight operation.

A total of 468, 152 cycles, including 32, 100 preliminary cycles at higher
load levels, was applied to the first specimen before a crack was detected
in the spars. Inspection revealed failure at a bolted connection between
the root-end fitting and spar

After extensive testing on small-scale specimens simulating the spar-to-
fitting joint, a fix was made in the spar-to-fitting attachment area, ar, '. a
second root-end test specimen was fabricated and tested. This specimen
was subjected to a total of 413, 000 cycles of loading. At the completion
of the 413, 000 cycles, a crack was detected in the front spar at the spar-
to-segment attachment bolt at blade station 94. Testing was terminated at
this time, although the specimen was stiil able to support the applied loads.
A teardown inspection revealed no distress in the modified spar-to-fitting
attachment region.

The calculated rotor-blade service life based on these test results is
107-1/2 hours. A comprehensive discussion of rotor-blade service life is
presented in Appendix III of Reference 1. (Further investigations and addi-
tional small-scale fatigue tests were conducted during the 20-hour follow-
on flight test program. As a result of these investigations, an appreciable
increase in service life of the rotor blade is predicted. Foracomprehen-
sive discussion of the revised service life calculations, see Reference 8.)
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Figure 18. Blade Root-End Fatigue Test Fixture -Drive System.
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BLADE CONSTANT-SECTION FATIGUE TEST

The purpose of this test was to substantiate the structural integrity of
the constant section of the rotor blade for the planned flight test program.
Test conditions simulated the operating conditions of loading, tempera-
ture, and pressure.

The test specimen consisted of three segments of a production blade,
from station 203. 5 to station 241. 00. The specimen was installed in the
test fixture as shown in Figure 19 and vibrated as a beam under axial
tension loading. A spring-loaded exciter induced cyclic flapwise and
chordwise bending moments. The axial loading simulated centrifugal
force. Tests were conducted with internal duct pressures of 27. 5 psig
at simulated gas temperatures of 1. 200 degrees F.

After completion of the above, the specimen was subjected to additional
testing at 125-percent chordwise load, to account for the peak stresses
encountered during flight testing.

The specimen initially completed a total of 1,458, 000 test cycles. Inspec-
tion revealed a 0. 15-inch vertical fatigue crack at Lbe spar-to-section
attachment at Ohe rear spar station 237. 8. This location was in the
attachment area of the test fixture and, as such, is not representative of
the actual blade. All other areas of the spars were in satisfactory con-
dition, and no evidence of fatigue damage was found in the flexure co-
ptlinos, the dut ts, or the segment arcas.

On retest, the specimen completed an additional 25, 000 cycles at
increased load. Post-test inspection indicated no additional fatigue
damage.

REDUCED-SCALE SPAR- TO-SEGMENT AND ROOT- FITTING- TO-SPAR
ATTACHMENT FATIGUE TESTS

The purpose of this series of tests was to investigate various reduced-
scale configurations simulating improvements to two areas •f the blade
spar; namely, the spar-to-segment and root-fitting--to- spar attachments.
In all, 48 individnal specimens were mounted and tested i s shown in
Figure 20.

As a result of these tests, an improved root-fitting-to-spar attachment
configuration was incorporateu into the flight rotor-blade spars and the
second root-end fatigue test blade.
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Figure 20. Spar Attachment Fit.igue Test.
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FATIGUE TEST OF SPAR WITH HOT-GAS IMPINGEMENT

A test specimen simulating a section of the laminated spar was subjected
to a flame of 1, 050 degrees F while loaded to represent centrifugal forces
and chordwise and flapwise moments. The purpose of the test was to
prove the ability of the spar to withstand hot-gas impingement from a rup-
tured hot-gas duct for a time period sufficient to ensure safe landing of
the aircraft.

The test configuration is shown in Figure 21. The specimen successfully
completed 33, 130 load cycles- equivalent to a flight time in excess of
two hours. Post-test inspection revealed no visible damage to the spar
laminations nor to the bonding adhesive.

HUB-GIMBAL SYSTEM FATIGUE TEST

The hub-ginmbal bearing and rotor-hub support structure were evaluated
under radial and axial thrust loads with oscillating motion.

Thc oearing and support structure successfully completed 106. 3 hours of
test without failure. This test included more than 1,500. 000 cycles of
oscillation and 3, 000. 000 cycles of axial thrust loading with a steady
radial load of 11, 470 pounds, an axial thrust of 0 to 4, 170 pounds at 8 cps.
and an oscillation of ±lo degrees at 4 cps. Although fretting was evident,
the bearing was serviceable at the completion of the tests.

FIXED-DUCT JOINT SEAL TEST

A test configuration duplicating the fixed-duct joints of the root end of the
blade was tested under simulated conditions of pressure, temperature,
and loading. The purpose of the test was to provide a minimum leakage
seal capable of 100 hours of operation.

The configuration using reinforced duct clamps, a metal spacer, and joint
sealant compound successfully completed 100 hours of operation under
flight-simulated loads of 27. 5-psig duct pressure at 1, 200 deg~rees F with
no measurable leakage.

LLADE-TI-' CLOSURE VALVE TEST

A blade-tip cascade assenrbly was installed and tested on the whirl test
stand as shown in Figure 22. The purpose of the test was to verify the
functional operation of the blade-tip closure valve under simulated loads
and with hot gas supplied by the YT-64 gas generators.
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A total of 55 cycling functions was performed. The tip closure valve
operated satisfactorily with accumulator pressures ranging from
2, 800 psig down to 1, 000 psig.

ROTOR-SPEED FEEDBACK SYSTEM EVALUATION TESTS

Tests were conducted to evaluate the rotor-speed feedback system
(Nf system) designed to drive the YT-64 gas-generator speed-governor
shaft (see Figure 23). The system consists of a hydraulic loop between
a fixed-displacement pump driven by the rotor and a hydraulic motor
at the engine fuel control that drives the governor shaft. The test
results showed the Nf system to have a natural frequency approximately
three times that required for stable operation, and the syste-m is nearly
critically damped. Thus, the system was considered to be satisfactory
for use in the XV-9A.

FLIGHT-CONTROL HYDRAULIC-SERVO ASSEMBLY ENDURANCE TEST

An endurance test was conducted on the hydraulic-servo assembly, three
of which are used in the flight control system of the XV-9A. The test
cylinder was mounted in a harness and was driven and loaded by another
hydraulic-servo cylinder (see Figure 24). Approximately 1, 000, 000
cycles were applied, covering all operating conditions of load and stroke
up to relief valve pressures and maximum stroking rates. Test results
were very satisfactory and qualified these servo units for flight use.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENT TESTS

Additioital tests were conducted on various components of the rotor,
aircraft, and systems, as listed below. For details of these tests, see
Reference 3.

1. Y-duct and triduct pressure and te',nperature test
2. Gas-generator diverter-valve seal test
3. Materials evaluation tests
4. Rotor-blade chordwise shear test
5. Rotor-blade spar buckling test
6. Rotor-blade rear-spar proof load test
7. Blade shake test (natural frequencies and mode shapes)
8. Blade static deflection and calibration tests
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Figure 24. Flight-Control Hydraulic-Servo Assembly Endurance Test.
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GROUND TESTS

DISCUSSION

Subsequent to factory completion of the aircraft, a fuselage shake test
and preflight and tie-down tests were conducted to provide a functional
checkout of the aircraft systems and test instrumentation and a final
shakedown of the complete aircraft prior to flight testing.

Prior to preflight tests, a fuselage shake test was conducted with the
aircraft supported at the rotor centerline. The purpose of the shake
test was to determine the natural frequency of the entire aircraft and its
major components. The results and analysis of this test were utilized
to determine proper location of fuselage ballast to minimize vibration
levels in flight.

The preflight test program consisted of functional checkout of all
essential aircraft systems, and included individual system operation
through the full operating ranges p:rior to engine runup. Also, simul-
taneous operation and evaluation of all systems during engine runup of
both YT-64 gas generators was accomplished. The following preflight
tests were satisfactorily accomplished:

1. Hydraulic systems - pressure check and functional checkout
2. Flight control system - rigging, functional'checkout, and

proof loading
3. Engine control system-- rigging and functional checkout
4. Rotor lubrication system - functional checkout
5. Electrical system - continuity test and functional checkout
6. Fuel system - pressure test and functional checkout

At the conclusion of satisfactory preflight tests, tie-down testing was
initiated. The following tie-down tests were successfully accomplished:

I. Rotor and systems shakedown run
2. Rotor tracking and balance
3. Rotor and systems functional checkout
4. Rotor-airframe vibration investigation
5. Ground instability test
6. Engine nacelle and fuselage cooling checkout
7. Rotor- speed- governing checkout
8. Single-engine rotor operation
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The tie-down tests were conducted with the aircraft restrained by cables
attached to the uppeý: main landing-gear strut fittings and to the tail gear
tie-.down fitting. During the latter stages of testing, the cables were
slackened to permit limited aircraft lift--off. In all, a total of 13 hours
20 minutes of rotor time was compiled. A summary of tie-down tests is
presented in Table III.

TEST RESULTS

All t:est objectives were completed with very satisfactory results. A
brief resume of the test result,< is delineated below. For more detailed
information relative to tie-down tests, refer to Reference 3.

1. After initiai rotor balance and blade tracking adjustments, all rotor
operation was relatively free of vibration and dynamic problems.

2. The flight control system, including ro'tor cyclic and collective
pitch controls, yaw control valve, and rudder system, was operated
through full operating range during rotor operation at design rota-
tional speed. The only problem encountered involved relatively
high pedal forces in the rudder system as a result of aerodynamic
spring-back loads developed in the yaw valve. This condition was
corrected by a modification of the valve opening, and subsequent
operation was satisfactory.

3. Single-engine capability of the Hot Cycle system was satisfactorily
demonstrated by actuating one diverter valve to- overboard position
and closing the blade-tip cascade nozzles to single-engine position
with the rotor operating at normal speed. Single-engine power con-
trol and governing characteristics were evaluated, and single-
engine power available was determined.

4. The rotor governing system, using the Nf power turbine governing
function of the YT-64 fuel controls and the hydraulic rotor-speed
feedback system, was tested and adjusted for flight. Rotor gover-
ning during collective pitch transients equivalent to those required
for takeoff to hover and hover to landing was successfully demon-
strated.
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TABLE III
PPEiFLIGHT AND TIE-DOWN TEST OPERATIONS SUMMARY

Operating Times
Run Engine I Engine 2

Number Date Purpose/Objective (S/N 2500Z7-ZA) (S/N 250101-3A) Rotor

Engine Run

1 9-1-64 Engine shakedown and operating 00:39 00:53
data systems checkout

2 9-11-64 Engine and nacelle cooling checks; 1:30 00:36
engine operational date.: fuiel
system functional check

Tie -Down Test

1 9-17-64 Rotor shakedown and tracking 00:44 00:46 00:04
2 9-21-64 Rotor tracking and structural loads 1:01 1:00 00:49
3 9-22-64 Rotor tracking and stractural loada 00:43 00:44 00:21
4 9-23-64 Rotor balance investigation 00:32 00:40 00:25

5, 5A 9-23-64 Rotor balance investigation; yaw 1:04 1:02 00:33
control valve functional check.

6 9-24-64 Rotor balance: engine arceleration 00:21 00:24 00:14
characteris tics

7 9-25-64 Rotor vibration investigation 00:43 00:45 00:34
8 9-28-64 Rotor vibration investigation; 1:34 1:35 I:Z5

rotor governing checkout
9, 9A 9-29-64 Rotor vibration investigation; 01:08 01:06 00:51

rotor governing checkout
10 9-30-64 Rotor-airframe vibration inves- 03:37 00:3 9 00:27

tigation (tie-down cables slack)
11 10-1-64 T'p-catscade system functional 00:49 00:27 00:36

checkout; singie-engine operating
12 10-9-64 Airframe vibration; engine tern- 00:48 00:48 00:37

perature data; cyclic deflections;
generator checkout

13 10-12-64 Airframe vibration; cyclic deflec- 1:15 1:15 1:08
tions; diverter--valve hydraulic
operation: collective -it(h transients

14 10-13-64 Rotor-engine performuance; airframe 1:08 1:10 00:58
vibration; pitch transients: rotor
governing evaluation

15 10-14-64 Ground instability test, aircraft 00:29 00:29 00:20
restrained

16 10-1q-64 Engine and na,-elle cooling; 1:4, 1:46 00,39
fuselage cooling

17 11-2-64 Functional heckout of reworked 00-5! 00:48 00:16
diverter valves, engine and
n.icelle cociing

18 11-3-t)4 Rotor Roverning checkout; rotor 1:41 1:41 3!:8
overspeed tysterti che-ko-it;
emergency rotor tachoreter
,.heclrojt

1Q, 19A 11-4-.4 Yaw control valve •heckout; 2:c'• 1:58 1:28
.-,|ddcr-pcd-, inrce me,,luremnnt

TOTAL 21:.'4 20:32 11:z0
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FLIGHT TESTS

DISCUSSION

After completion of tie-down tests, the flight test program was initiated.
The program was conducted during the period 5 November 1964 through
5 February 1965 and consisted of 21 flightsfor a total flight time of 15
hours 42 minutes. All flight test objectives outlined in the flight test
program plan (Reference 9) were achieved. The flight test program was
completed with no major incidents or delays. The flight and operational
characteristics of the XV-9A aircraft and Hot Cycle propulsion system
were found to be satisfactory in all flight regimes explored. A summary
of flight test operations is shown in Table IV. A comprehensive descrip-
tion of flight testing may be found in Reference 4.

Maintenance of the Hot Cycle rotor system during the flight test program
was minimal, and the basic compcnents (including blades, hub, rotating
and stationary ducting, seals, bearings, rotor shaft, tit cascades, and
rotating controls) were unchanged and required only routine inspection
during the program.

Flight plans were prepared in accordance with the flight test program plan
and/or as determined by analysis of the data from previous flights and
qualitative pilot evaluation.

All flight test operations were preceded by a standard preflight inspection
of the airframe, rotor, gas generator, and systems, to ensure safety of
flight and proper operation of the aircraft. A preflight inspection and
functional checkout of the test instrumentation system was conducted
prior to each flight to ensure proper data acquisition.

Two-wa" radio communica ion between the XV-9A and ground personnel
was maintained during all flight operations for monitoring arnd coordinat-
ing test operations. A flight test log was kept for each flight test opera-
tion to document operating time and observations of pilot and test engineer
and to facilitate data reduction.

Test data were recorded for evaluation of rotor performance, structural
loads and temperature, stability and control characteristics, vibration
levels, and aircraft performance for the following conditions:

Engine and rotor start
Rotor acceleration
Taxi and ground handling
Steady hover
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TABLE IV
FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS SUMMARY

Flight Operating Times

Number Date Purpose/Objective Engine I Engine 2 Rotor Flight

SIN 250027-ZA SIN 250101-3A

I 11-5-64 Taxi and ground handling 1:02 1:03 00:58 00:13
evaluation; ho-vering evalu-
ation

2 11-6-64 Rotor-speed-governing 2:02 2:03 1:42 00:3,

ground checkout; hovering
evaluation; transition to
forward flight and flare

3 11-12-64 Hovering evaluation; for- 1:25 1:25 1:13 00:59
ward flight to 20 and 30
kncts; sideward flight

4 11-16-64 Hovering evaluation; 00:58 1:02 00:39 00:28
forward flight to 30 and40

knots; sideward flight
5 11-19-64 tovering evaluation; for- 1:43 1:43 1:26 00.37

ward flight to 40 and 50

knots; rudder system
force measurement

ll-20-64 Hovering; normal and 1:32 1.3Z 1:04 00:33
single hydraulic systems;
landing evaluation; manual

rotor- speed- governing
evaluation *Total 31:38

S/N 250026-IB

7 12-8-64 Hovering evaluation; 1:56 1:59 1:23 00:23

structural loads and con-
trol; forward flight to 70-
knot CAS; pacer airspeed
calibration (ground run
included)

8 1Z-9-64 Hovering evaluation:; truc- 1:41 1:45 1:31 00:31
tural loads anu cuntrol; nnr-

mal flight pattern;ground
run rotor governing check

9 12-11-64 Hovering evaluation; per- 1:03 1:04 00:57 00:43
formance; level flight to

85-knot CAS; pacer air-
speed calibration

10 12-18-64 Hlovering evaluationwith 1:43 1:43 1:36 1:17
servodither; level flight to
95 knots; 200-lbweights on
engines; airspeed calibra-

tion;ground speed course
11 12-22-64 Hovering evaluation; 90" 1:14 1:14 1:03 00:49

turns left and right; forward

flight to 100-knot CAS;
sideward flight; descents at
50 and 60-knot IAS

12 12-29-64 Hlovering evaluation; 1:31 1:44 1:17 1:10
sound measurement; level
flight data at 50-. 60-, 70-.
80-. and 90-knot IAS;

climbs at 102 and 103%
N0 ; descents at 50-knot
IAS

Ii I-6-b5 Hovering evaluation; 1:28 1:32 1:13 00:57
dither on and off; climbs
at 40- and 50-knot LAS;
level flight turns, 0 a 20",
80- and 90-knot IAS
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TABLE IV (Continued)

Flight Operating Times

Number Date Purpose/Objective Engine 1 Engine 2 Rotor Flight

14 1-11.65 Airspeed calibration; 1:26 1:28 1:10 00:56

ground course, 80- and 90-

knot LAS; climbs at max.
coil; level flight turns.
0= 30'; descents 0 =.2.

I'S 1-14-65 Reset engine idle to 75% 2:12 2:31 00:42 00:28
NG; reset governing;
hovering performance
NR = 100% and 95%; hover
turns. 90" left and right;
sideward flight. Z0 mph
right and left

16 1-20-65 Engine operating data; 1:28 1:24 1:02 00:29

cleaned compressors;
engine-rotor power tran-
sients, climb. 50-knot
IAS; level flight turns.

= 30'; 60- 70-, and 80-
knot LAS

17 1-21-65 Hovcring performance. 2:01 2:08 1:55 1:13

NR = 93.5%. 100%. 103%;
level flight; speed-power
58-,71-.80-,87-, and 95-

knot LAS; rotor downwash;
ground run; reset over-
speed switch

Id I-26.65 Hovering performance at 1:48 1:50 1:41 1:10
95-4 and Il0% NR, rotor

downwash and sound data;
climb, descents, rearward
flight; run-on landings

19 1-26-65 Hovering turns. 180" and 1:51 1:57 1:41 1:04

3600; descents at 90%NR;
level flight. 70-knot IAS;
tuft photo..

Z0 1-28-65 Hover performance point. 00:53 00:59 00:47 00:33

101% NR: hover turns.
180" and 360'; sideward
and backward flight; level

flig'.t, speed-power. 90-
knot LAS

Ground 2-3-65 Engine operating and 1:24 1:'1 00:52

Run acceleration data; engine-
rotor acceleration data
with NG mismatch; rotor
speed vs PLA and rotor

speed vs yaw valve char-
acteristics

Ground 2-4-65 Engine rotor acceleration 1:58 2:02 1:52

Run data with mismatch;rotor-
engine sound data at 50 ft;

single-engine rotor opera-
tion and topping; rotor
governing with Nf bypass
closed

21 2-5-65 Electrostatic voltage 1:35 1:45 1:28 00:39

measurement

TOTAL 62:06 31:26 45:22 I5:12

*Engine S/N 256101-3A removed prior to flight 7; engine SIN 250026-1B installed for flight 7

and subsequent.
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Hover turns: 90 degrees, 180 degrees, 360 degrees
Transition to forward flight
Approach to hover
Climb
Level flight
Level flight turns at 20-degree and 30-degree bank angles
Sideward flight to right and left
Rearward flight
Progressive 360-degree turns
Descents, normal and minimum power
Flares to a hover
Landings from a hover and roll-on landings

HOVER PERFORMANCE

On the basis of the relationship of rotor lift, to engine pressure ratio,
the overall hover performance of the XV-9A agrees very well with whirl
test data (Figure 25). The test data also show good agreement with pre-
viously predicted performance of the rotor. The capability of the rotor to
convert engine discharge pressure into rotor lift is directly dependent upon
rotor parameters such as blade duct pressure loss, tip-cascade area and
performance, and external blade aerodynamics, but is virtually independent
of engine parameters such as compressor bleed and exhaust gas tempera-
ture. The data of Figure 25 are plotted without any corrections other than
instrument calibrations. The excellent agreement between the test data and
the predicted line confirms the overall validity of the performance pre-
dictions made for the Hot Cycle rotor system, including agreement of the
predicted maximum lift with extrapolation of the test results to maximum
T-64 engine discharge pressure.

FORWARD FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

Figure 26 presents a study of forward flight performance of the XV-9A.
Data indicated that the parasite drag area, A7", of the helicopter for early
flights (up 1:o flight 13) was approximately 62 square feet. During these
flights, nacelle fairings were not yet installed, and the yaw valve was
apparently open approximately 25 percent. For flights after flight 13, the
rudder surfaces were rerigged relative to the yaw valve. Yaw-valve posi-
tion was then measured and found to be closed in cruising flight, ensuring
that a minimum amount of flow bled out the yaw valve. Also, nacelle fair-
ings were installed, producing a drag reduction. Data from flights 13
through 20, corrected for density and weight variations, indicate the para-
site drag area to be 45 square feet.
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Figure 26. Power Required Versus Airspeed.
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The helicopter was then tufted on the upper side of the left horizontal
pylon, the left side of the vertical pylon, and the upper left portion of
the fuselage back to the tail. In-flight motion pictures indicaLed that a
substantial amount of separation existed, causing the high parasite
drag area deduced from flight test. Analysis of the configuration, with
information gathered from individual pictures of the tufted helicopter,
indicated that the separation was caused by flow interference betweer
the rotor hub and the fixed airframe sarface. A component drag analysis
was made, and it was concluded that with improved fairings the helicopter
parasite drag could be reduced to 22 square feet.

Theoretical calculation of power required, using the reduced parasite
drag area of 22 square feet, was made, and the result was plotted, in
Figure 27, showing the predicted effect of drag cleanup.

FLYING QUALITIES

The flying qualitie, of the current XV-9A, in general, were found to be

adequate for this type of research aircraft. Substantial improvement in
the stability and control characteristics of the aircraft could, however, be
obtained by addition of moderate hub restraint.

All normal helicopter maneuvers were performed during the flight test
program within the restricted air space available at the Hughes Culver
City plant. All control positions, rates, and attitudes were recorded con-
tinuously during flight, and significant quantitative data, corrected to amid
center of gravity and a reference weight, where applicable, were compiled.

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Hover fuel consumption characteristics of the XV-9A are presented in
Figure 28. As corrected, both flight and whirl test fuel flows are in excel-

lent agreement with predictions at low rotor lift, and tend to be 8 or 10
percent higher than predicted at high lift. This discrepancy is presumed
to be the result of component performance irregularities. Since the
various detail performance factors are interrelated according to different
equations for fuel flow as compared with rotor lift, it is possible for
excellent overall agreement to exist on lift while a noticeable discrepancy
exists in fuel consumption. Given sufficient testing and analysis, an

improved set of component values can be expected to emerge. They should
provide simultaneous agreement on all aspects of rotor performance.
Table V and Table VI present observed and corrected fuel flow, rotor and
gas power for flight test and whirl testrespectively. (For a more compre-
hensive discussion of these tables, refer to Appendix IV of Reference 4.)
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TABLE VI
OBSERVED AND CORRECTED WHIRL TEST FUEL FLOW
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STRUCTURAL LOADS

Structural loads data were revic-,,rr carefully after each fiight to ensure
safety of flight. Rotor-blade moments experienced during flight were
fairly typical of those exper'.nced on other helicopters. Blade moments
were low during hover, fairly high when accelerating or decelerating
through the transition region, low at the minimum power speed, and
increasing thereafter with speed. In addition to the typical response to
aerodynamic excitation, a type of excitation and response was encountered
that is typical of chordwise unarticulated blades. The XV-9A rotor blades
have a chordwise natural frequency of 1. 4 per rev. Motion of the cyclic
stick at 0. 4 per rev in the nonrotating system will excite 1. 4 per rev in the
rotating system; 0.4 per rev is 1.6 cps, which is a frequency at which
pilots occasionally move the cyclic stick. Only a small content of 0. 4 per
rev in the stick input waveform is sufficient to excite chord.wise bending.
The XV-9A pilot inputs at this frequency were reduced by installing cyclic
stick centering springs and by reducing servo-valve friction as much as
possible, both of which improved the "feel."

V'sual inspection of all primary structural components, including the hub,
retention straps, and blade spar area at station 91, was accomplished
after each iiight. Complete blade spar inspection was accomplished at
the end of each five flight hours by removal of leading and trailing edge
sections. There was no evidence of any structural distress resulting fromn
fatigue or temperature at any time during the flight test program.

STRUCTURAL AND OPERATING TEMPERATURES

Extensive temperature measurements were recorded during all flights, on
the rotor components, airframe components, systems, and powerplant.
These temperatures were checked after each flight to determine that the
various components were within allowable operating temperature range.

Data were read and analyzed, and produced operating temperatures of thu
following rotor components and systems: (1) blade-tip gas, (2) front and
rear spars, (3) flexures, (4) ribs. (5) root-end spar cooling air, (6) outer
skins, (7) gas duct walls, (8) rotor shaft, (9) bearings, and (10) articulate
duct seals.

Operating temperatures of the following powerplant and airframe compo-
nents were read and analyzed: (1) engine and engine accessories,
(2) engine and diverter-valve bays, (3) lateral pylons and nacelles,
(4) rotor bearing huusings. (5) aft fuselage and yaw-valve compartment.
(6) yaw-duct and Y-duct insulation, (7) yaw-duct and Y-duct bays, and
(8) yaw-valve outlet.
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None of the temperatures recorded exceeded the design limnit tempera-

tures for either the rotor, the powerplant, or the airframe.

VIBRATION

Airframe vibration during flight was predominantly at a frequency of 3 per

rev (10 to 12 cps), because of the fuselage resonance near this point.
Vibration levels at cockpit were lowest during hover and increased during
level flight, with the maximum recorded during transition to forward
flight and approach to hover. Average vertical acceleration at the pilot's
position was ±0. 35 g in level flight and *0. 13 g during hover.

SOUND POWER LEVELS

The overall sound level of the XV-9A during hover was not objectionable
to nearby observers. Sound power level measured in the cockpit during
flight was 109 decibels. This was not objectionable to the pilot, and radio
communications were satisfactory. Sound data were recorded from 50-
to 400-foot distance from the aircraft at 100-foot intervals for four azi-
muth pooitions. As shown by Figure 29, sound power level measured at
200 feet in hover was 103 decibels.

ROTOR DOWNWASH

Rotor downwash velocity was measured during hover at approximately
20-foot wheel height. The maximum velocity measured was 73 feet per
second at approximately 70-percent blade radius. The aircraft was
hovered at 6-foot wheel height over unprepared sod and dirt surfaces that
vari 2.1 from dead to green gra -s on the sod surface and from loose dirt
to small rocks on the dirt surface. There was no engine foreign object
damage (FOD) or rotor blade damage incurred. Recirculation effects
during hover were of the magnitude of a 5- to 7-degree F rise in engine
inlet temperature when hovering in still air.

STATIC ELECTRICITY BUILDUP

The electrostatic voltage buildup and charging current were measured
during hover at 20-foot wheel height. The electrostatic charge was low

(7 to 9 kilovolts) in comparison with that of shaft-driven helicopters.
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Hover at 15-foot altitude, except * at 6 feet

Gross weight = 14,OOC ±500 lb

Tail 0°
99

459 015*

10003

120"

1000' 21\

400)'

109

135" 9 ZZS"

l80° Nose

All-pass band shown

Equipment used: General Radio Corporation

I. Octave band analyzer

2. Sound level meter, Type 1551-C.
C weighting

3. Graphic level recorder, Type 1521-A

4. Crvstal microphone

Figure 29. Sound Pressure Level In Hover.
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